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�� ObjectivesObjectives

To learn how to locate and identify objects To learn how to locate and identify objects 

in sky using the naked eye and binocularsin sky using the naked eye and binoculars
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�� Topics:Topics:
�� Star motionStar motion

�� What kinds objects can you see?What kinds objects can you see?

�� Where is it in the sky?Where is it in the sky?

�� How to Use a Star ChartHow to Use a Star Chart

�� How to locate NorthHow to locate North

�� How objects appear to the naked eye and through How objects appear to the naked eye and through 
binocularsbinoculars

�� Objects through small telescopesObjects through small telescopes

�� Observing tipsObserving tips
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How Do Stars Move?How Do Stars Move?

�� Celestial SphereCelestial Sphere

�� Stars donStars don’’t move (much)t move (much)

�� Earths orbit around the SunEarths orbit around the Sun

�� Sky changes throughout the yearSky changes throughout the year



How Do Stars Move?How Do Stars Move?

�� EarthEarth’’s Rotations Rotation

�� Sky changes throughout the day and nightSky changes throughout the day and night

�� North Celestial Pole North Celestial Pole ––

�� Polaris Polaris –– the North Starthe North Star

�� Polaris always in the same locationPolaris always in the same location

�� Rising and SettingRising and Setting

�� Circumpolar  Circumpolar  -- never setsnever sets

�� Some southern hemisphere stars never riseSome southern hemisphere stars never rise

�� Others rise in the East, set in the westOthers rise in the East, set in the west



Star Trails around PolarisStar Trails around Polaris
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What can I see in the night sky?What can I see in the night sky?

�� StarsStars

�� AsterismsAsterisms

�� ConstellationsConstellations



AsterismsAsterisms

�� Big DipperBig Dipper

�� Little DipperLittle Dipper
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Big DipperLittle Dipper



ConstellationsConstellations

�� UrsaUrsa Major (Big Bear)Major (Big Bear)

�� UrsaUrsa Minor (Little Bear)Minor (Little Bear)
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Ursa Minor

Ursa Major
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What can I see in the night sky?What can I see in the night sky?

�� StarsStars

�� AsterismsAsterisms

�� ConstellationsConstellations

�� Star ClustersStar Clusters

�� Double StarsDouble Stars

�� NebulasNebulas

�� GalaxiesGalaxies
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Where is it in the sky?Where is it in the sky?

�� WhatWhat directiondirection should I look?should I look?

�� North, South, East or WestNorth, South, East or West

�� How HighHow High in the sky should I look?in the sky should I look?

�� On the horizon, overhead, halfway up?On the horizon, overhead, halfway up?
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What is the name of that star?What is the name of that star?

�� Star ChartsStar Charts provide a map of stars and provide a map of stars and 

other celestial objects in the skyother celestial objects in the sky

�� For specific latitudeFor specific latitude

�� Drawn for specific dates/timesDrawn for specific dates/times

�� Monthly charts provide sufficient accuracy Monthly charts provide sufficient accuracy 

for most purposesfor most purposes

�� Popular astronomy magazines have Popular astronomy magazines have 

monthly monthly ““centerfoldcenterfold”” Star ChartsStar Charts



Night Sky MagazineNight Sky Magazine

�� BiBi--monthly astronomy magazine for monthly astronomy magazine for 

beginnersbeginners

�� Star Charts for each of the  two monthsStar Charts for each of the  two months

�� Both B&W and Both B&W and ““dark skydark sky”” chartscharts

�� Only planets in Only planets in ““good viewing positiongood viewing position””

shownshown





How to use Star ChartsHow to use Star Charts

�� Basic Star Chart OrientationBasic Star Chart Orientation

�� Outside edge is horizonOutside edge is horizon

�� Center is the zenith (directly overhead)Center is the zenith (directly overhead)

�� Distance between horizon and center is the Distance between horizon and center is the 

altitudealtitude

�� Halfway between horizon (edge)  and center of chart is Halfway between horizon (edge)  and center of chart is 

halfway between horizon and  directly overhead in the halfway between horizon and  directly overhead in the 

skysky

�� Orient chart with direction you are facing at the Orient chart with direction you are facing at the 

bottom (bottom (azimuthazimuth))



HorizonOverhead

Facing
South
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What direction is North?What direction is North?

�� Facing NorthFacing North
�� EastEast is on your is on your rightright –– where the where the sun risessun rises

�� West West is on your is on your left left -- where the where the sun setssun sets

�� Polaris, Polaris, the North Star isthe North Star is directly in front directly in front of youof you

�� Finding PolarisFinding Polaris
�� Height above horizon always equals your latitudeHeight above horizon always equals your latitude

�� 4040°° for Sacramento area for Sacramento area 

�� Approximately Approximately ½½ way above the horizonway above the horizon

�� Pointer from the end of the Big DipperPointer from the end of the Big Dipper

�� Pointer from the middle of CassiopeiaPointer from the middle of Cassiopeia



Polaris

North

Cassiopea

Big Dipper
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How do I find Orion?How do I find Orion?

�� Locate the constellation Locate the constellation OrionOrion on the white on the white 

December Star Chart  (page 16)December Star Chart  (page 16)

�� What directionWhat direction do I look? do I look? 

�� Rotate the Star Chart to that the horizon below Rotate the Star Chart to that the horizon below 

Orion is at the bottom Orion is at the bottom 

�� EastEast

�� Face the direction at the bottom of the chart Face the direction at the bottom of the chart (East)(East)



E



How do I find Orion?How do I find Orion?

�� How highHow high do I look?do I look?

�� Estimate approximately how high Orion is Estimate approximately how high Orion is 
above the horizon above the horizon 
�� 1/4 of the distance between horizon (edge) and 1/4 of the distance between horizon (edge) and 

overhead (center)overhead (center)

�� Look East above the horizon approximately Look East above the horizon approximately 
¼¼ of the way between the horizon and of the way between the horizon and 
directly overheaddirectly overhead
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What does Orion look like in the 

dark sky?

What does Orion look like in the 

dark sky?

�� Locate Orion on the Locate Orion on the Night SkyNight Sky Star ChartStar Chart

�� Orient the chart for the same direction as Orient the chart for the same direction as 

beforebefore

�� Rotate the Star Chart to that the horizon below Orion Rotate the Star Chart to that the horizon below Orion 

(East) is at the bottom (East) is at the bottom 

�� Look above the horizon by the same distanceLook above the horizon by the same distance

�� Look East above the horizon approximately Look East above the horizon approximately ¼¼ of the way of the way 

between the horizon and directly overheadbetween the horizon and directly overhead

�� Identify Orion on the chartIdentify Orion on the chart





What will I  actually see?What will I  actually see?

�� Naked Eye ViewNaked Eye View
�� Starry Night program shows view similar to what Starry Night program shows view similar to what 

your eye will see with your naked eyeyour eye will see with your naked eye
�� 100100°° Field of ViewField of View

�� Real skyReal sky view will be similar but view will be similar but much largermuch larger

�� 100100°° is almost 1/3 of the skyis almost 1/3 of the sky

�� Binocular ViewBinocular View
�� 7X50 binoculars7X50 binoculars

�� 77°° Field of ViewField of View
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10:00 PM
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10:00 PM
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10:00 PM
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10:00 PM



Photo: Sky and Telescope



Binocular View of Orion NebulaBinocular View of Orion Nebula

E



Binocular View of Orion NebulaBinocular View of Orion Nebula

Orion Nebula

Orion’s
Belt



Photo by Terri Smoot
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Facing WestFacing West

�� 6:00 PM6:00 PM

�� VenusVenus



Venus
6 PMS



Venus

6 PM
W
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Venus

6:00 PM



Facing WestFacing West

�� 7:00 PM7:00 PM

�� Summer TriangleSummer Triangle

�� 3 Constellations3 Constellations
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Cygnus

Lyra

Aquila



Venus

W 7:00 PM

Summer 
Triangle

Deneb

Altair

Vega



Venus

W 7:00 PM

Summer 
Triangle

Deneb

Altair

Vega
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Facing WestFacing West

�� 6:00 PM6:00 PM

�� VenusVenus

�� 7:00 PM7:00 PM

�� Summer TriangleSummer Triangle

�� Bright starsBright stars

�� Vega, Vega, DenebDeneb, Altair, Altair

�� ConstellationsConstellations

�� Cygnus, Cygnus, LyraLyra, , AquilaAquila
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Facing EastFacing East

�� 7:00 PM7:00 PM

�� MarsMars
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Facing EastFacing East

�� 10:00 PM10:00 PM

�� SaturnSaturn





Saturn
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Saturn

10:00 PM

Sirius



Facing EastFacing East

�� 10:00 PM10:00 PM

�� SaturnSaturn

�� Winter TriangleWinter Triangle

�� 5 Constellations5 Constellations

�� Star ClusterStar Cluster
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Betelgeuse

Procyon

Sirius
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Winter Triangle



Betelgeuse

Procyon
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Winter Triangle
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10:00 PM
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The Pleiades

E 10:00 PM



Pleiades Open Star ClusterPleiades Open Star Cluster



Photo by Terri Smoot



Photo by Terri Smoot



Facing EastFacing East

�� 7:00 PM7:00 PM
�� MarsMars

�� 10:00 PM10:00 PM
�� SaturnSaturn

�� Winter TriangleWinter Triangle
�� Bright starsBright stars

�� Betelgeuse, Betelgeuse, ProcyonProcyon, Sirius, Sirius

�� ConstellationsConstellations
�� Orion, Orion, CanisCanis Major, Major, CanisCanis Minor, Gemini, TaurusMinor, Gemini, Taurus

�� Bright  Stars:Bright  Stars:
�� PolloxPollox, Castor, , Castor, AdebaranAdebaran, , BellatrixBellatrix, , RigelRigel

�� Star ClusterStar Cluster
�� Pleiades (Seven Sisters)Pleiades (Seven Sisters)
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Facing NorthFacing North

�� 8:00 PM8:00 PM

�� 5 Constellations5 Constellations

�� 1 Double Star1 Double Star
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8:00 PM
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Polaris

8:00 PM
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Polaris

Photo: Sky and Telescope



Alcor/Mizar

8:00 PM



Facing NorthFacing North

�� 8:00 PM8:00 PM

�� ConstellationsConstellations

�� UrsaUrsa Major, Major, UrsaUrsa Minor, Cassiopeia, Minor, Cassiopeia, CepheusCepheus, , 

DracoDraco

�� Double StarDouble Star

�� Alcor/MizarAlcor/Mizar
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Facing SouthFacing South

�� 8:008:00

�� Several dim constellationsSeveral dim constellations

�� 1 bright star1 bright star



8:00 PM
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Fomalhaut
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Facing SouthFacing South

�� 8:008:00

�� Several dim constellationsSeveral dim constellations

�� 1 bright star1 bright star

�� FomalhautFomalhaut
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Facing Overhead (Zenith)Facing Overhead (Zenith)

�� 8:008:00

�� 6 Constellations6 Constellations

�� 1 Galaxy1 Galaxy

�� 1 Double Star cluster1 Double Star cluster
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Light PollutionLight Pollution



Photo by Terri Smoot

Andromeda Galaxy
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Facing Overhead (Zenith)Facing Overhead (Zenith)

�� 8:00 8:00 

�� 6 Constellations6 Constellations

�� Cassiopeia, Pegasus, Andromeda, Cassiopeia, Pegasus, Andromeda, PerseusPerseus, , 

CepheusCepheus, Aries, Aries

�� 1 Galaxy1 Galaxy

�� AndromedaAndromeda

�� 1 Double Star cluster1 Double Star cluster
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Small Telescope ViewsSmall Telescope Views

�� PerseusPerseus ““Double ClusterDouble Cluster””

�� AlbieroAlbiero –– double stardouble star

�� Alcor/MizarAlcor/Mizar –– double + double stardouble + double star



Perseus “Double Cluster”
Small telescope view

Perseus “Double Cluster”
Small telescope view

Photo: Sky and Telescope



Albiero – double star in Cygnus
Small telescope view

Albiero – double star in Cygnus
Small telescope view

Photo: Sky and Telescope



Alcor/Mizar – double star in Ursa Major  -

Small telescope view

Alcor/Mizar – double star in Ursa Major  -

Small telescope view

Photo: Sky and Telescope
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Observing TipsObserving Tips

�� Start at sunsetStart at sunset
�� Look for brightest stars to appear firstLook for brightest stars to appear first

�� Look West early, East laterLook West early, East later

�� Everything looks Everything looks muchmuch larger in the real skylarger in the real sky

�� The MoonThe Moon
�� New or 3rd Qtr Moon best for dim objectsNew or 3rd Qtr Moon best for dim objects

�� Check the paper for moon phase/rise/set timesCheck the paper for moon phase/rise/set times

�� Looks great in binoculars!Looks great in binoculars!

�� More accurate Star Charts More accurate Star Charts 
�� Set for desired date and timeSet for desired date and time

�� Online at Sky and Telescope/Night Sky magazine website Online at Sky and Telescope/Night Sky magazine website 

�� PlanispheresPlanispheres


